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Abstract 
The concepts of causality and singularity for bond graphs are defined, and related through 
the idea of a singular (or nonsingular) causal assignment, which is one with zero (or nonzero) 
discriminant. Necessary and sufficient conditions are given for a bond graph to have a causal 
assignment. It is proved that every acausal bond graph is acausally equivalent o a nonsingular 
bond graph, and that every nonsingular acausal bond graph has at least one nonsingular causal 
assignment for each consistent choice of input variables. The strong components of a causal 
bond graph B are defined, and it is shown that the discriminant of B is the product of the 
discriminants of its strong components; in particular, a causal assignment is singular if and only 
if there is at least one singular strong component. The reduced bond graph R(B) of B is defined 
and, if B is nonsingular, R(B) is proved to be acausally equivalent to B. Mason’s determinant 
rule and the Mason gain formula are proved, and a simpler way of calculating the discriminant 
is derived. 
1. Introduction 
This paper continues the development of the mathematical theory of bond graphs 
which was initiated in Bond Graphs I [ 151; the reader is assumed to be familiar with 
the terminology of that paper. In this paper we shall discuss causality and introduce 
the concept of singularity. Causality was introduced by Karnopp and Rosenberg [ 1 l] 
in 1968 and has been perhaps the most problematic concept associated with bond 
graphs. As promised in [15], we start (in Section 2) by explaining the rules for 
assigning causality to an acausal bond graph, and we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for this to be possible. We also describe a method for assigning causality 
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that is more efficient than those previously described, for example in [19, 51. We 
sometimes refer to a valid causal assignment, to emphasise that it obeys the rules. 
Although a valid causal assignment is often regarded as an intrinsic feature of a bond 
graph, we shall often use the term causal bond graph to emphasise the distinction from 
an acausal bond graph, and when it is necessary to emphasise the causal assignment 
we may write a causal bond graph as (B, c), where B is an acausal bond graph and c is 
the causality that is assigned to it. 
In Section 3 we define a bond graph to be nonsingular if the values of the external 
variables (that is, the efforts and flows on the external bonds) uniquely determine the 
values of all the internal variables; it is singular otherwise. We prove that every bond 
graph is acausally equivalent to a nonsingular bond graph: specifically, one can make 
any singular bond graph nonsingular by contracting any contractable links and 
removing some inside junctions (and all their incident links), without changing the 
equations relating the external variables. 
The concepts of causality and singularity are independent of each other, but they can 
be related through the idea of a singular causal assignment. In Section 4 we describe 
a standard method of using causality to solve the bond-graph equations, which involves 
inverting a matrix; we refer to the determinant of this matrix as the discriminant of the 
bond graph or of its causal assignment. We say that the causal assignment is singular or 
nonsingular according as this matrix is singular or nonsingular (the discriminant is zero 
or nonzero). Although the term, singular causal assignment, is, as far as we know, new, 
singular causal assignments have been studied before, for example in [18-201. And 
Bidard [2] has described an interesting way of testing a causal assignment in a primitive 
contraction-minimal bond graph for singularity. The causalities of the external bonds 
imply the choice of one variable (either the effort or the flow) on each external bond to 
be the input, and the other to be the output. We say that both the inputs and the 
causalities of the external bonds are consistent if the inputs can be assigned independent- 
ly of each other, or (equivalently, by Theorem 5.2 of [15]) the inputs uniquely determine 
the outputs. We prove in Section 4 that an assignment of causality to the external bonds 
of a bond graph B can be extended to a nonsingular causal assignment on the whole of 
B (and cannot be extended to a singular causal assignment on B) if and only if B is 
nonsingular and the causalities of the external bonds are consistent. 
We may thus classify bond graphs into three types: 
1. Bond graphs that have a nonsingular causal assignment (that is, nonsingular 
bond graphs). 
2. Bond graphs that have a valid causal assignment, but for which every such 
assignment is singular. 
3. Bond graphs that have no valid causal assignment. 
Bond graphs of Type 1 are clearly the useful ones. 
If one is given an assignment of causality (choice of inputs) on the external bonds of 
a bond graph B, then there are three cases that can arise. 
1. This assignment can be extended to a nonsingular causal assignment of B. Then 
B is of Type 1 and the chosen inputs are consistent. 
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2. This assignment can be extended to a singular causal assignment of B. It follows 
that, if the chosen inputs are consistent, then B is of Type 2, while if they are 
inconsistent then B is of Type 1 or Type 2. 
3. This assignment cannot be extended to a valid causal assignment of B. In this 
case, if the chosen inputs are consistent, then B is of Type 2 or Type 3, while if they are 
inconsistent then B may be of any type. 
Thus, if one is in the fortunate position of being able to identify a set of consistent 
inputs, then one can distinguish the different types of bond graph except for failing to 
distinguish between Types 2 and 3 in Case 3, whereas if one does not know whether 
the chosen inputs are consistent or inconsistent then one cannot tell what type the 
bond graph is unless, fortuitously, one finds oneself in Case 1. However, one can 
certainly obtain a set of consistent inputs by reducing B to standard form by the 
process described in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [ 151; indeed, one can test any chosen 
set of inputs for consistency, as described after Theorem 5.5 of [ 151. Nevertheless, we 
have not been able to find any very satisfactory algorithm for distinguishing between 
the different types of bond graph. 
In Section 5 we shall introduce the @rr-Jo\v diyruph EF(B. c) of a causal bond 
graph (B, c.), and we shall use it to define coenergy loops, causal loops and strong 
components. We shall use these definitions in Sections 5 and 6 to describe the 
relationships between coenergy loops, causal loops and singular causal assignments. 
Ort and Martens [18] and Perelson [19] suggested there was a relationship between 
singular causal assignments and causal loops, though neither of them used coenergy 
loops and both of them state incorrectly that a causal assignment is singular if it 
contains a causal loop. Coenergy loops were defined by Asher [I J and an equivalent 
definition was given by Rosenberg and Andry [20] in 1979, though Brown [4] had 
implicitly used them earlier. Coenergy loops in the sense used by Brown have been 
discussed by van Dijk and Breedvelt [557], who have mainly been concerned with 
what these might say about a bond graph considered as a model of some physical 
system. Asher stated Mason’s determinant rule in terms of coenergy loops, while 
Rosenberg and Andry proved some special cases of the same result. 
The main result of Section 5 is that the discriminant of (B, c) is the product of the 
discriminants of its strong components; in particular. c is singular if and only if there is 
at least one singular strong component. This result has been suggested, but not clearly 
defined, by Wlasowski and Lorenz [23]. We also introduce the recluced bond graph 
R(B) of (B, c), which is obtained by removing superfluous strong components, and we 
show that if all the superfluous strong components are nonsingular then R(B) is 
acausally equivalent to B. 
In Section 6 we define the gain of a coenergy loop or path. We prove Mason’s 
determinant rule for the discriminant of a bond graph, and the Mason gain formula 
for calculating the gain of a specified output from a specified input. We end this 
section, and the paper, by deriving a simpler way of evaluating the discriminant. 
We shall not discuss bond graph modelling in this paper. For a discussion of bond 
graph modelling in general see [12], and for a discussion of the role of causality in 
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modelling see [SJ. However, some of our results, particularly those on singular and 
nonsingular bond graphs, will be of interest to bond graph modellers. We shall not 
discuss vector bond graphs or pseudo-bond graphs. An open question is whether or 
not the results of this paper can be applied to them. As in [15] we shall not consider 
multiport bond elements but note that it is straightforward to decompose them into 
2-port (degree 2) bond elements, so that the results of this paper will apply to bond 
graphs that include them. We shall also avoid discussing the nature of external 
variables in any detail. Again the reader can find a good discussion in [12]. We shall 
only assume that some causal assignments of the external bonds are allowed, while 
others are not. 
2. Causality 
The causality of a bond is indicated in diagrams by placing a transverse stroke, 
called the causal stroke, on one end of the bond. The efSort direction is the direction 
along the bond towards the causal stroke, and the flow direction is the opposite 
direction. (Inspired by an idea of Rosenberg and Karnopp [21], we suggest the 
following device for remembering which direction is which: if one imagines the bond 
with its causal stroke as forming a piston that is compressing a gas, then it would 
require efort to push the bond in the direction of the stroke, whereas if would pow 
back of its own accord!) 
The causalities of the bonds in a bond graph must obey the following rules. At 
a O-junction there must be exactly one bond that has its causal stroke at the junction, 
while at a l-junction there must be exactly one bond that does not have its causal 
stroke at the junction. A transformer obeys the same rule as any junction of degree 2, 
while at a gyrator either both or neither of the incident bonds have their causal stroke 
at the gyrator (see Fig. 1). 
The exceptional bond at a O-junction or l-junction (labelled a or b in Fig. 1) defines 
the causality of all the other bonds at the junction; it is called the dejning bond for the 
junction, which is said to be (causally) defined by its defining bond. An external links is 
called dejining or nondejning according as it does not contain the defining bond of 
Junctions Bond Elements 
Fig. 1. Valid causal assignments for junction-structure elements. 
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a junction. An internal link is called dejining or nondejining if it defines, respectively, 
both or neither of the junctions that it connects. It is not difficult to see that an internal 
link defines exactly one of the junctions that it connects if and only if it is a contract- 
able link, as defined in [15]. The types of contractable link that are normal (that is. 
contain at most one bond element) are illustrated in Fig. 2. It is usual to confine 
attention to normal contraction-minimal bond graphs, which have no contractable 
links, since contractable links can easily be contracted as explained in the proof of 
Theorem 2.5 of [1_5]. For such a bond graph B. every link is either defining or 
nondefining, and it is helpful to indicate the defining links in diagrams by using 
thicker lines for their bonds. These defining links form a matching in the link graph 
LK(B), which covers all junctions of LK(B); it may, but need not, cover all external 
vertices of LK(B) as well. (A matching in a graph is a set of pairwise nonadjacent edges, 
and a vertex is covered by a matching if it is incident to an edge of the matching.) 
Birkett and Roe [3] have also used thicker lines without causal strokes to indicate 
(what we call) defining links in primitive contraction-minimal bond graphs. although 
they do not relate these to matchings, as is evident from their (false) claim that 
a pseudo-base colouring (causal assignment) exists for every simple bond graph. 
At this point a number of questions may occur to the reader. 
A. Can one give a necessary and sufficient condition for it to be possible to assign 
causality to a bond graph? This is relatively straightforward, and is discussed at the 
end of this section, although there remains at least one unsolved problem. 
B. How does one use causality to solve bond-graph equations? This is explained in 
Section 4. 
C. Can any significance be attributed to the existence of causality in cases where it 
does not yield a solution of the bond-graph equations (because the matrix in question 
is singular)? We give one possible answer in Theorems 3.4 and 4.4. 
D. If a bond graph B has no causal assignment, how can one construct a bond 
graph B’, acausally equivalent to B, such that B’ does have a causal assignment? This 
question has a trivial answer, since for any junction J that has no defining bond, one 
can add a new junction J’ of degree 2 of the opposite type from J, joined to J by two 
bonds that are power-directed in opposite directions, one of which is defining and the 
other nondefining (see Fig. 3), and this will not change the equations relating the 
external variables; we refer to the configurations of Fig. 3 as dejining digons. (Instead of 
defining digons one could use self-loops or a variety of more complicated configura- 
tions.) However, although this procedure is combinatorial in nature and directly 
addresses the failure of causality, it will turn out always to give a singular bond graph 
and so makes no real progress. It would be more useful in practice to adopt an 
0 -0 O- GY- 1 1 -1 
0 -TF- 0 1 -TF -1 
Fig. 2. Normal contractable links. 
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J J' J J' 
Fig. 3. Defining digons. 
algebraic and indirect approach, making B nonsingular by the method described in 
the proof of Theorem 3.2., at which point it has a causal assignment by Theorem 4.3. 
An alternative approach, which is mainly combinatorial in nature but will usually 
change B rather more than is strictly necessary, is to convert B into a standard bond 
graph by the procedure described in the proof of Theorem 4.1 of [15], since causality 
can clearly be assigned to any standard bond graph by giving defining causality to 
every external bond and nondefining causality to every internal bond. 
E. Can one devise a set of ‘causal equivalence operations’ similar to the acausal 
equivalence operations that were described in [15]? This question too has a rather 
trivial answer. Modify each acausal equivalence operation by giving nondefining 
causality to every bond in it, and adding a defining digon at each junction. Also, add 
one further operation, which is to replace a defining link by the corresponding 
nondefining link and add a defining digon at any junction that now has no defining 
bond. Then each of these operations, when applied to a causal bond graph B, will 
always result in a causal bond graph acausally equivalent to B. Moreover, using 
Theorem 5.4 of [15], it is easy to see that if two causal bond graphs are acausally 
equivalent to each other, then each can be obtained from the other by a sequence of 
these operations and their inverses. However, this is of little interest in practice, not 
least because any bond graph containing a defining digon is certainly singular. A more 
interesting question would be, can one find a set of operations that, when applied to 
a nonsingular causal bond graph B, will always result in a nonsingular causal bond 
graph acausally equivalent to B, and that will suffice to turn any nonsingular causal 
bond graph into any other nonsingular causal bond graph that is acausally equivalent 
to it? We have not been able to answer this question. 
We conclude this section with a discussion of necessary and sufficient conditions for 
causality, in answer to question A above. It is often the case that the causalities of 
some external links are specified in advance. This happens because some external 
vertices have a particular or preferred choice of input variables and, as we shall 
explain in Section 4, the input variables of the external bonds are implied by the 
causalities of their links. (For a discussion of what these particular or preferred 
causalities are, see, for example [21].) Let 1 be an external link of a bond graph B, 
incident with a junction J. Let B - 1 denote the bond graph obtained from B by 
deleting all bonds and bond elements in 1, and let B-J denote the bond graph 
obtained from B by deleting J and all bonds and bond elements in all links incident 
with J, in each case deleting also any external vertex that has become isolated; we refer 
to these operations as removing a link and removing a junction, respectively. It is easy to 
see that if B has a causal assignment in which 1 is defining (nondefining), then B - J 
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(B - 1) has a causal assignment; and, conversely, any causal assignment of B-J 
(B - /) can be extended to a causal assignment of B in which I is defining (nondefining), 
without changing the causality of any link in B - J (B - 1). Thus we may suppose, by 
looking at a smaller bond graph if necessary, that no causalities of external links are 
specified in advance. (However, see the final paragraph of this section.) 
Many readers will recognise this process of removing external links as being 
equivalent to the first steps of the causality assignment algorithms of [S, 10-I 33, most 
of which are described in [S]. Every causality assignment algorithm described pre- 
viously has one of the following drawbacks: either it uses exhaustive searching to try 
to complete the causality assignment so that the number of steps required for 
completion is not bounded by a polynomial in the numbers of bonds and vertices, or 
else it does not check all possible assignments and so will often fail to find a valid 
causal assignment when one exists. In the next theorem we shall describe necessary 
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a valid causal assignment. These will lead 
to algorithms for assigning causality that can be implemented in polynomial time, and 
so are a significant improvement on earlier algorithms. 
We shall now show that it is also enough to consider contraction-minimal bond 
graphs. For, suppose I is a contractable link in an acausal bond graph B. If I is 
a contractable bond joining a junction J to itself, then it is easy to see that B has 
a causal assignment if and only if B - J does. (However, cf. Section 3, in this case B can 
only have a singular causal assignment.) Otherwise it is easy to see that if B’ is the 
bond graph obtained from B by contracting 1 as in Theorem 2.5 of [15], then B has 
a causal assignment if and only if B’ does. Moreover B’ is acausally equivalent to B. 
Thus, we can follow the usual practice, which is to confine one’s attention to 
contraction-minimal bond graphs. 
The required necessary and sufficient conditions are now given by the following 
theorem. Here B - S denotes the bond graph obtained from B by deleting all 
junctions in the set S together with all bonds and bond elements of all links adjacent to 
any of these junctions, and all external vertices that are thereby isolated. N(S) denotes the 
set of junctions that are adjacent to junctions in S in the link graph LK(B), and ISI 
denotes the cardinality of S. Recall that an outside junction is a junction that is incident 
with an external link, and a junction structure is a bond graph with no external links. In 
the conditions of this theorem, S is allowed to be the empty set. and so it is a consequence 
of the condition in (a) that every component of B has an even number of junctions. 
Theorem 2.1. (a) A contraction-minimal junction structure B has a ralid causal assign- 
ment if and only if for each set S of junctions of B, there are at most IS\ components of 
B - S that contain an odd number of junctions. 
(b) A contraction-minimal bond graph B has a calid causal assignment $and only $ 
for each set S ofjunctions of B, there are ut most ISI components ofB - S that contain an 
odd number of inside junctions and no outside junctions. 
(c) A contraction-minimal junction structure B that contains no gyrators has a calid 
causal assignment if and only {f (N(S)\ 2 ISI f or every set S of junctions of B, or, 
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equivalently, if and only ifat least two of the following three statements hold (in which 
case all three hold): 
(i) B has the same number of O-junctions as l-junctions; 
(ii) for each set S of O-junctions of B, I N(S)1 B I SI; 
(iii) for each set S of l-junctions of B, IN( B IS(. 
Proof. (a) A junction structure B has a valid causal assignment if and only if LK(B) 
has a l-factor or perfect matching, that is, a matching that covers every vertex. The 
condition given in (a) is Tutte’s well-known necessary and sufficient condition [22] for 
a graph to have a l-factor. 
(b) A bond graph B has a valid causal assignment if and only if LK(B) has 
a matching that covers all its junctions (but not necessarily all its external vertices). By 
applying Tutte’s condition to a slightly modified graph, it is not difficult to see that the 
condition given in (b) is necessary and sufficient for this. (Note that a component of 
B - S contains an outside junction if and only if it contains an external vertex). 
(c) If a junction structure B contains no gyrators, then LK(B) is bipartite, since 
every link connects a O-junction and a l-junction. It follows from the well-known 
K&rig-Hall theorem [9] that the conditions we have cited are necessary and sufficient 
for a bipartite graph to have a l-factor. Alternatively, one may verify that these 
conditions are equivalent to the condition of (a) when applied to a bipartite 
graph. 0 
The question naturally arises as to how one would test these conditions in practice. 
For a bipartite graph, it is easy to count the O-junctions and l-junctions, and, if their 
numbers are equal, then the well-known Hungarian algorithm will terminate either by 
constructing a perfect matching, or by finding a set S of (say) O-junctions for which 
IN(S)/ < ISI. For a nonbipartite graph, the situation is more complicated; an algo- 
rithm was given by Edmonds [S], and an efficient implementation of it was given by 
Micali and Vazirani [ 171. 
There remains at least one unsolved problem. It will often be the case in practice 
that, in addition to some external bonds whose causalities are specified in advance, 
there are some further external bonds that have a ‘strongly preferred’ causality, and it 
is desired to find a valid assignment of causality to the whole bond graph in such 
a way that as many as possible of these further bonds have their preferred causality. 
This reduces to the following problem: given a graph G with vertex-set XuYuZ, 
where X, Y and Z are disjoint, find a matching in G that covers all vertices in X and 
minimises the sum of the number of vertices in Y that are covered and the number in 
Z that are uncovered. We do not know how to solve this problem. 
3. Singularity 
Let J be a nonisolated junction in a (causal or acausal) bond graph B. The variable 
v(J) of J is the common effort of all bonds incident with J if J is a O-junction 
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(common-effort junction), and the common flow of all bonds incident with J if J is 
a l-junction (common-flow junction). The variables of all the nonisolated junctions of 
B are called the junction variables of B. 
The junction J is singular if v(J) is not uniquely determined by the values of the 
external variables, or, equivalently, if there is a valid assignment of efforts and flows to 
B in which all external variables are zero but u(J) # 0. The bond graph B is (acausally) 
singular if it satisfies any one of the following conditions, which are clearly equivalent: 
(a) The values of the internal variables of B are not all determined by the values of 
the external variables. 
(b) There is a valid assignment of efforts and flows to B in which all external 
variables are zero but at least one internal variable is nonzero. 
(c) B contains a singular junction. 
(d) dim( VS,,) > k in Theorem 6.2 of [15]. 
B (or J) is nonsingular if it is not singular. Note that causality is not involved in these 
definitions. 
The main result of this section is that if B is a contraction-minimal bond graph and 
one removes from it a sequence ofjunctions each of which is singular at the time of its 
removal, then one will end up with a nonsingular bond graph that is acausally 
equivalent to B. The next lemma contains the main step towards this result; B - J is 
defined in the previous section. 
Lemma 3.1. Let J be a singular junction in a contraction-minimal bond graph B. Then 
B - J is acausally equivalent to B. 
Proof. Let B have k external bonds and n junctions. By Theorem 5.2 of [15], we can 
choose one of the two variables on each external bond to be the input and the other to 
be the output in such a way that the k input variables are independent and determine 
the values of the k output variables. We can eliminate many variables from the 
bond-graph equations (Eqs. (l))(4) in [15]; (l)-(5) below) immediately, since the value 
of each variable associated with an internal link is determined by the junction variable 
of the junction at one end of the link. Thus, we can rewrite the bond-graph equations 
in the matrix form 
Ax = 6. 
where x is a column vector containing the n junction variables follow by the k external 
variables (whether inputs or outputs) that do no correspond directly to junction 
variables, b is a column vector containing n O’s followed by the assigned values of the 
k external input variables, and A is an (n + k) x (n + k) matrix whose first n rows 
represent the equations determined by the n junctions (which we shall assume are 
written in the same order as the order in which the variables of these junctions occur is 
x), and whose last k rows represent the assignment of values to the k external input 
variables - see Fig. 4 for an example. The important feature of this representation is 
that the matrix A, formed by the first n rows and columns of A is skew-symmetric. 
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Fig. 4. An acausal bond graph B and an associated matrix equation Ru = b. For clarity, zeros in A 
have been replaced by dots. The variables el,f2,f3, e&, e6 have been chosen as inputs, since e3 cannot 
be assigned independently of el and f2, nor fs independently of fS; and ey’ denotes the value assigned 
to e, (etc.). 
Now, since J is singular, there is a valid assignment of efforts and flows to B in 
which all external variables are zero but u(J) # 0. Let S be the set ofjunctions H such 
that o(H) # 0 in this assignment. Then the columns of A corresponding to the 
junction variables u(H): H E S are linearly dependent. (For example, if S = {J, K,L} 
and v(J) = 1, u(K) = - 1 and u(L) = 2 in this assignment, then CJ - CK + 2CL = 0, 
where CH denotes the column of A corresponding to the variable v(H). In general, the 
matrix A is singular if and only if the bond graph B is singular.) Moreover, these 
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columns have only zeros in the bottom k rows of A, since clearly all the junctions in 
S are inside junctions. By the skew-symmetry of A,, the rows of A corresponding to 
the junctions in S are also linearly dependent. Thus, deleting the equation corres- 
ponding to junction J will make no difference to the solution space of the equations. 
Also, deleting u(J) from every equation containing it, which is equivalent to setting 
v(J) = 0, will make no difference to any solution vector x except in the coordinates of 
the variables c(H): H E S. Thus, we may delete the row of A corresponding to J and 
the column corresponding to v(J) without affecting the feasible vectors. Hence, B - J 
is acausally equivalent to B. 0 
We can now prove the main result of this section. This result is new. 
Theorem 3.2. Every bond graph B is acausally equiz;alent to some nonsingular bond 
graph. Moreover, every contraction-minimal bond graph B has a nonsingular induced 
s&graph that is acausally equivalent to B. 
Proof. If B is contraction-minimal then, by Lemma 3.1, we may remove junctions 
from B one at a time in such a way that each junction removed is singular at the time 
of its removal, until we arrive at a nonsingular bond graph that is acausally equivalent 
to B. (Note that we may not remove all the singular junctions at once, since after the 
removal of a singular junction some previously singular junctions may have become 
nonsingular. For example, in Fig. 4, Jb and J, are singular, but 5, is nonsingular in 
B - J6.) 
If B is not contraction-minimal, let B* be a contraction-minimal bond graph 
formed by contracting all contractable links in B, and let B* be a nonsingular induced 
subgraph of B* that is acausally equivalent to B*. Then g* is a nonsingular subgraph 
of B that is acausally equivalent to B. 0 
The problem with this method is the difficulty of identifying in advance which 
junctions are singular. We do not have any satisfactory way of doing this. 
The final two theorems of this section relate the concepts of singularity and 
causality. Again, these results are new and require proof even though they may appear 
intuitively true. We shall prove them here for junction structures, and extend them to 
bond graphs with external links in the next section. The next theorem is by far the 
more important of the two. 
Theorem 3.3. Every nonsingular junction structure has a rjalid causal assignment. 
Proof. It is easy to see that if 1 is a contractable link in a bond graph B, and we 
contract 1 as in Theorem 2.5 of [ 151 to form a bond graph B’, then B’ is nonsingular if 
B is nonsingular. Moreover, we contract 1 using only operations BEl-BE5 and their 
inverses, BE6, BE7 and BE8. Of these, only one can affect the existence of a causal 
assignment, namely BE6 in the case where the contractable bond is a self-loop. 
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However, in this case one of the bond variables of the contractable bond is not 
determined by the remaining bond variables of the bond graph, so that this operation 
never occurs in contracting a contractable link in a nonsingular bond graph. It follows 
that, given that B is nonsingular, B’ has a causal assignment if and only if B does. 
Thus, it suffices to consider a nonsingular contraction-minimal junction structure B. 
Suppose that B does not have a causal assignment. Then, by Theorem 2.1., there is 
a set S of junctions of B such that more than 1 SJ components of B - S contain an odd 
number of junctions. Assume B has y1 junctions, (SI = s, and B - S has Y components 
of which t > s contain an odd number of junctions. Construct the matrix A as in 
Lemma 3.1, ordering the junctions so that all junctions in the same component of 
B - S occur consecutively and the junctions in S come last. Then the first y1- s rows 
and columns of A form a square matrix L that is zero except in a set of r square boxes 
centred on the principal diagonal, each box representing the junctions in one compo- 
nent of B - S. Each box is skew-symmetric, since A is. A skew-symmetric matrix K of 
odd order k is singular (because det K = det KT = det ( -K) = ( - l)kdet K = 
- det K), and t of the boxes have odd order, whence the rank of L is at most n - s - t. 
The addition of a column to a matrix can increase its rank by at most 1, and so the first 
n -s rows of A form a matrix with rank at most n - t. Since t > s, these rows are 
linearly dependent, and so A is singular. This contradicts the supposition that B is 
a nonsingular bond graph. 0 
The final theorem of this section is a partial converse to this result. Since the 
concept of causality is purely combinatorial, in the sense that it is independent of the 
moduli of the bond elements, it would be unreasonable to expect that a junction 
structure should have a causal assignment if and only ifit is nonsingular. However, we 
can prove a partial, rather technical, result in this direction, which will be of interest to 
mathematicians because of what it says about the relationship between causality and 
singularity. In it, we assume that there are no primitive links; this is reasonable since 
we can insert a transformer of modulus 1 into any primitive link without affecting the 
matrix A in the above proof. 
Theorem 3.4. Let B be an acausal contraction-minimal junction structure with no 
primitive links. Then B has a valid causal assignment if and only if for some choice of 
modulifor its bond elements, B is nonsingular; in this case B is nonsingularfor almost all 
choices of moduli for its bond elements. 
Proof. ‘If’ follows from Theorem 3.3; it remains to prove ‘only if’. So suppose that 
B has a causal assignment. Then the defining links form a l-factor in LK(B). We may 
clearly also suppose that B is normal. Define the value of a bond element to be its 
modulus or the reciprocal of its modulus, whichever occurs in the matrix A of Fig. 4. 
Choose the value of each bond element in a defining link to be larger than the sum of 
the values of all the bond elements in all the nondefining links. If there is a valid 
assignment of efforts and flows to B in which not all junction variables are zero, let 
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J be a junction whose junction variable has maximum absolute value, and let J’ be the 
junction at the other end of the defining link of J. It is easy to see that the bond-graph 
equation determined by J’ cannot be satisfied. This contradiction shows that all 
junction variables must be zero, and so B is nonsingular. 
It remains to prove that B is nonsingular for almost all choices of moduli for its 
bond elements. If there are m bond elements, we can think of a choice of moduli as 
a point in m-dimensional real Euclidean space 178”‘. It is easy to see that the set of 
points for which B is singular is closed. Also, it has empty interior; for, if A is defined as 
in Fig. 4, then det A is a polynomial function of the moduli of the bond elements, and if 
det A = 0 for all points in an open ball, then it is easy to see that det A is identically 
zero, whereas we proved in the previous paragraph that there are some choices of 
moduli for which B is nonsingular. Thus, the set of points for which B is nonsingular is 
an open set that is dense in Iw”‘, whose complement therefore has measure zero. and 
this is what it means to say that B is nonsingular for almost all choices of moduli. 0 
4. Singular and nonsingular causal assignments 
As explained in [15], the significance of causality is that it enables us to choose one 
variable in each bond-graph equation to be the output, and to write each equation in 
the form 
output = function of inputs. 
Rewritten in this form, the equations are sometimes called the constitutiue relations, 
and we now describe them. As in [15], if v is a vertex and b a bond, let 
+l if b is power-directed into 21, 
cr(b, v):= 
i 
- 1 if b is power-directed out of L’, (0) 
0 if b is not incident with U. 
Let J be a junction and let its incident bonds be b,, , b,,, where b, is the defining 
bond. If J is a O-junction (common-effort junction). then its constitutive relations are 
.fi = - g(bi, J) i a(bi, Jlf> e2 = el, . . . ,eh = el, (1) 
i=2 
while if J is a l-junction (common-flow junction), then they are 
ei = - c(bi, J) i o(bi,J)ei, fz =fi, . . . ,fh =h. 
i=2 
(2) 
For the bond elements in Fig. 5, irrespective of the power directions (provided that 
they are consistent through each bond element), the constitutive relations are 
for the (identical) transformers in Fig. 5(a): ei = rej and h = rfi, (3) 







Fig. 5. Bond elements. 
(cl 
for the gyrator in Fig. 5(b): ei = sfj and ej = sf, (4) 
for the gyrator in Fig. 5(c): fi = t-i ej and fj = t-l ei. (5) 
If one lists all of Eqs. (l)-(5) for a given causal bond graph (B,c), then every bond 
variable will occur on the left side of exactly one equation except for one variable on 
each external bond, which does not occur on the left of any equation. This will be the 
effort or flow variable according as the external bond has its effort direction away 
from or towards its external vertex. We refer to these external variables as the input 
variables implied by the causalities of the external bonds. All the other external 
variables occur on the left of Eqs. (l)-(5) but not on the right, and we call them the 
output variables. We say that both the choice of input variables and the causalities of 
the external bonds are consistent if the inputs can be assigned independently of each 
other, or (equivalently, by Theorem 5.2 of [15]) if the inputs uniquely determine the 
outputs. 
Following the examples of [18, 19, 11, we rewrite Eqs. (l)-(5) in the matrix form 
(6) 
where Ui and a, are vectors containing the input and output variables and b is a vector 
containing all the internal variables. It follows from (6) that 
(I - Jbb)b = &ai. (7) 
This will have a unique solution for b if and only if I - &, is nonsingular; in this case 
we say that the causal assignment c is nonsingular, otherwise it is singular. If it is 
nonsingular, then (6) and (7) give 
b=(Z-J,,)-‘J,ai (8) 
and 
6 = (La + J.bCz - &J- ’ 40) 42 (9) 
and so the outputs are uniquely determined by the inputs; that is, the inputs are 
consistent. However, it is possible that the outputs are uniquely determined by the 
inputs even when the causal assignment is singular, because not all the internal 
variables are uniquely determined by the inputs: see the example after Corollary 4.2. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let (B, c) be a causal bond graph. Then the following four statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) The given causal assignment c is nonsingular. 
(b) The input variables uniquely determine the values of all the internal variables. 
(c) If the input variables are all zero, then so are all the internal variubles. 
(d) The choice of inputs is consistent and B is (acausally) nonsingular. 
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) follows from (7). The equivalence of(b) and (c) is 
a well-known result in linear algebra. From (7) and (9) (a) holds if and only if the input 
variables determine all internal and output variables, while (d) means that the inputs 
determine the outputs and that the inputs and outputs together determine all internal 
variables; clearly these are equivalent. !J 
Corollary 4.2. If two causal assignments of B agree on all external bonds, then they are 
either both singular or both nonsingular. In particular, if B is a junction structure (and so 
has no external bonds), then all its causal assignments are singular or all are nonsingular, 
according as B is (acausally) singular or nonsingular. 
Proof. It follows from the equivalence of (a) and (d) in Theorem 4.1. 0 
The matrix Jbb is the junction-structure matrix of (B, c). We refer to the determinant 
of I - Jb6 as the discriminant of (B, c), written A (B, c) or (if the choice of causality is 
unambiguous) simply A (B): 
A(B) = A(B,c):= det(l - Jb6). 
For example, Fig. 6 shows three causal assignments of the same acausal bond graph B. 
Since B has no gyrators, in each case the matrix I - Jbb can be written in the form 
where E is concerned only with the relationships between the effort variables, F is 
likewise concerned only with the flows, and E and F are mutually transpose except for 
possible changes of sign. Evaluating det E det F for the three causal assignments in 
Fig. 6, we find 
10 0 0 0 l-r 0 0 0 
-r 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
A(B,cI)= 0 0 1 -1 0 0 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 110 0 11 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 o-1 1 
= 1, 




I 0 1' 
4 b4 
i 0 1Y 
b4 
0 
(4~1) @, ~2) (B,c3) 
Fig. 6. Three causal assignments of the same acausal bond graph. 
A (B, c2) = 
and 
d (B, G) = 
- 
1 -r-l 000 1 0 0 0 1 
01 1 0 0 -r-l 1 0 0 0 
0 0 l-l 0 0 -1 1 0 0 
00 0110 0110 
1 0 001 0 0 o-1 1 
1 0 0 o-11 -r 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 l-l 0 0 
;, 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 
0 o-1 1 0 0 0 0 1-l 
0001110001 
= (1 - r-‘)2, 
= (1 - r)2. 
Since ci is nonsingular for all values of r, it follows that B is always a nonsingular 
acausal bond graph. If r = 1, then c2 and c3 are singular causal assignments of the 
nonsingular bond graph B: the inputs do not determine all the internal variables, 
although (since B is nonsingular) the inputs determine the outputs. If r # 1, then 
A(B, c2) # A(B, cj), although c2 and cJ agree on all external bonds. Note however that 
A(B, c2) and A(B, cj) are always either both zero or both nonzero, in accordance with 
Corollary 4.2. We shall consider the discriminant further in Sections 5 and 6. 
We conclude this section by generalising Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 to bond graphs with 
external links. 
Theorem 4.3. (a) Let B be a nonsingular acausal bond graph. Then a choice of inputs 
(or, equivalently, as assignment of causality to the external bonds of B) can be extended 
to a nonsingular causal assignment of B if and only ifit is consistent. 
(b) A bond graph has a nonsingular causal assignment if and only ifit is (acausally) 
nonsingular. 
Proof. We note first that (b) will follow from (a). For, by Theorem 5.2 of [ 151, we can 
make a consistent choice of inputs for any bond graph, and by (a) this can be extended 
to a nonsingular causal assignment if the bond graph is nonsingular. The converse 
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result, that any bond graph with a nonsingular causal assignment is nonsingular. 
follows from Theorem 4.1. 
‘Only if’ in (a) also follows from Theorem 4.1, as does the fact that any valid causal 
assignment of B must be nonsingular, if B is a nonsingular bond graph with a con- 
sistent choice of inputs. Thus, it remains only to prove that there exists a valid causal 
assignment of B that agrees with the given choice of inputs on the external bonds. We 
do this by induction on the number of external bonds, noting that it is true by 
Theorem 3.3 if there are no external bonds, and it is easy to see that it therefore holds 
also if every external link connects two external vertices. As in the proof of Theorem 
3.3. there is no loss of generality in supposing that B is contraction-minimal. 
So let 1 be an external link of B, incident with a junction J. We shall show that B - J 
(B - 1) is nonsingular if 1 is defining (nondefining). Since B-J (B - I) has fewer 
external bonds than B, it will follow inductively that it has a causal assignment that 
agrees with the given choice of inputs on all external links other than 1. But we 
remarked before the proof of Theorem 2.1 that any causal assignment of B - J (B - 1) 
can be extended to a causal assignment of B in which 1 is defining (nondefining), 
without changing the causality of any link in B - J (B - I), and so the result will follow. 
So, to obtain a contradiction, suppose that 1 is defining (nondefining) and B ~ J 
(B - I) is singular. Then there is a valid assignment of efforts and flows to B - J (B - I) 
in which all external variables are zero but not all junction variables are zero. We 
construct a corresponding assignment of efforts and flows to B, which will contradict 
the nonsingularity of B. We do this without changing the efforts and flows of any 
bonds of B that are in B - J (B - 1). It remains to define the efforts and flows of the 
additional bonds. 
Suppose first that 1 is nondefining. Assign value zero to the input variable on the 
external bond of 1. This will force one variable on each bond of 1 to be zero, and it will 
not affect the truth of the bond-graph equation determined by J. The other variable 
on each bond of 1 will take its value from the junction variable v(J). However, these 
values must also be zero, since the inputs are all zero and they uniquely determine the 
outputs because the input variables are consistent. Thus, we have a valid assignment 
of efforts and flows to B in which all external variables are zero but not all junction 
variables are zero, and this contradicts the nonsingularity of B. 
Suppose now that 1 is defining and B -J is singular. We may suppose that we have 
dealt with any nondefining external links first, so that I is the only external link 
incident with J. Let the other links incident with J be 1i, . . . ,1,, connecting J to 
junctions J,, . . . , J, respectively. Assign value zero to the input variable on the 
external bond of 1. This will force u(J) to be zero, and force one variable on each bond 
of lul,u ..’ ul,. to be zero; it will not affect the truth of the bond-graph equations 
determined by J1, . . . , J,. The other variable on each bond of liu ... ul, will then be 
determined by the values of v(J,), . , v(Jr), whence the bond-graph equation deter- 
mined by J will determine the values of the remaining variables on 1. But, as before, the 
output variable must be zero since all the input variables are zero, and so again 
B must be singular. This contradiction completes the proof of Theorem 4.3. 0 
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We have seen that even a singular bond graph can have a causal assignment, and 
a nonsingular bond graph can have a singular causal assignment. Our next theorem 
extends Theorem 3.4 to bond graphs with external links, and it can also be seen as an 
attempt to explain the significance of the existence of a causal assignment. 
Theorem 4.4 Let B be an acausal contraction-minimal bond graph with no primitive 
internal links. 
(a) B has a valid causal assignment if and only if for some choice of moduli for its 
bond elements, B is nonsingular; in this case B is nonsingular for almost all choices of 
moduli for its bond elements. 
(b) B has a valid causal assignment with a specified choice of inputs (that is, a specified 
causality on its external bonds) if and only if for some choice of moduli for its bond 
elements, B is nonsingular and the specified inputs are consistent; in this case this 
happens for almost all choices of moduli for the bond elements. 
Proof. In each case, ‘if’ follows from Theorem 4.3. It suffices to prove ‘only if’ for (b), 
since then (a) will immediately follow. So let c be a valid causal assignment of B with 
the specified choice of inputs. Form B* from B by removing every external nondefin- 
ing link and every junction that is incident with an external defining link. Clearly, 
c induces a valid causal assignment c* on the junction structure B*. 
If, for some choice of moduli, B is singular or the inputs are inconsistent, then B has 
a valid assignment of efforts and flows in which all the inputs are zero but not all the 
bond variables are zero. It is easy to see that this remains true if one removes every 
external nondefining link and every junction that is incident with an external defining 
link; in other words, B* is singular. But, by Theorem 3.4, B* is nonsingular for almost 
all choices of moduli for its bond elements, and so, for every such choice, B is 
nonsingular and the inputs are consistent. 0 
5. Coenergy loops, causal loops and strong components 
Let (B,c) be a causal contraction-minimal bond graph. We define its effort-jlow 
digraph EF(B,c) or (if the choice of causality is unambiguous) simply EF(B), as 
follows. The arcs of EF(B) correspond to the bond variables on B, and so there are two 
arcs ei and fi of EF(B) corresponding to each bond bi of B. There are also two vertices 
of EF(B), the effort vertex e(u) and flow vertexf(v), corresponding to each vertex v of B. 
If a bond bi in B joins vertices u and v, and has its causal stroke at v, then in EF(B) arc 
* 
ei = em($ unless v is a gyrator, in yhich case ei = e(u)f(v). Similarly, arcfi = f(v)f(q 
unless u is a gyrator, when5 = f(v) e(u). Note that the directions of ei andA correspond 
to the effort and flow directions along bi. Fig. 7 shows a bond graph and its effort-flow 
digraph. Clearly, EF(B) will be disconnected (into an effort graph and a flow graph) if 
B contains no gyrators, even if B is connected. 
Coenergy paths and loops were introduced by Asher [l] to distinguish paths and 
loops composed of bond variables from those composed of bonds. A coenergy path 
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(coenergy loops) in (B, c) is a sequence of distinct bond variables that corresponds to 
a directed path (directed circuit) in EF(B); it is improper or proper according as it does 
or does not contain both the effort and flow of some (that is, the same) bond. A causal 
path (causal loop) is the set of bonds associated with a coenergy path (coenergy loop); it 
is improper or proper according as the coenergy path (loop) is. It is easy to see that if we 
reverse the order of the variables in a coenergy path P (loop L) and interchange efforts 
and flows, then we obtain another coenergy path p (loop z) corresponding to the 
same causal path (loop). For example, in Fig. 7, e2e3e4e5e6cTe2 andf2f7f6f5f4f3.f2 are 
proper coenergy loops corresponding to the proper causal loop {b2, b3, h4, b5, b6, b,), 
and e6e8f9f2f7f6f10elle4eSe6 and ffff 6541110672986 e e e e e f f are improper coenergy 
loops corresponding to the improper causal loop {b2, b4, bs, b6, b7, b8, b9, blo, b, ,I. 
Note that the links encountered as one traverses a coenergy loop are alternately 
defining and nondefining. 
It is easy to see that a causal loop cannot be both proper and improper. In fact, 
a causal loop is proper if and only if it is the bond set of a circuit (connected 2-regular 
subgraph) in B, and improper if and only if it contains three bonds incident with the 
same junction. If B contains no gyrators then of course all its causal loops are proper. 
We shall give an alternative definition of causal loops in the next section, which will 
enable us to define the gain of a proper causal loop. 
We now define strong components. Recall that a strong component of a digraph is 
a maximal subgraph H with the property that one can get from every vertex of H to 
every other vertex of H by a directed path. We define a strong component to be 
triaial if it consists of a single vertex and no arcs, and nontrikzl otherwise. For 
example, the digraph EF(B) in Fig. 7 has four trivial strong components (correspond- 
ing to the four external vertices) and one nontrivial strong component; if one of the 




(kc) EF(B) = EF(B,c) 
Fig. 7. A bond graph (B,c) and its effort-flow digraph EF(B) = EF(B,c). 
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trivial and two nontrivial strong components, the former corresponding to the 
remaining gyrator. 
We define a strong component of a causal bond graph (B,c) to be a subgraph r of 
B with at least one bond that is minimal subject to satisfying 
(i) every bond of r is contained in a causal loop, and 
(ii) if C is a causal loop such that TnC # 0, then C c r. 
We call r trivial if it consists of a single vertex and no bonds, and nontrivial 
otherwise. Fig. 8 shows a bond graph B with three nontrivial strong components. We 
call r improper if it contains an improper causal loop, and proper it it is neither 
improper nor trivial, It is easy to see that if r is improper then it corresponds to 
a single strong component of EF(B), while if not then there are two strong compo- 
nents of EF(B) that correspond to it; these are the effort component andpow compo- 
nent if r contains no gyrators. If r is nontrivial then it is a junction structure, and 
it inherits a causal assignment, which we denote by clr, from the causal assignment 
c on B. 
We proceed immediately to the main theorem of this section. 
Theorem 5.1. Let (B,c) be a causal bond graph with nontrivial strong components 
r 1, .. . ,r,. Then 
d(B) = d(B, c) = fi d(I;, cjr,). 
i=l 
Proof. This follows easily from Mason’s determinant rule (see the next section), but 
we prove it here directly. Order the arcs of EF(B) so that all arcs in the same strong 
component are consecutive, and if a and a’ are arcs such that there is a directed path in 
which a precedes a’ but none in which a’ precedes a, then a comes before a’ in the 
ordering. It is clear that this is possible; usually it can be done in many different ways. 
If any of the constitutive relations (l)-(5) IS written in the form y = &xi, where y is 
the output (that is, on the left in (l)-(5)), then the arc representing Xi in EF(B) enters 
the vertex that the arc representing y leaves, and so either these two arcs are in the 
same strong component of EF(B) or the arc representing Xi comes first in the above 
ordering. Thus, if we use this ordering to determine the order in which the internal 
variables are listed in the vector b in (6), then the matrix I - Jbb will be zero to the right 
of a set of disjoint square boxes centred on, and covering, the principal diagonal, each 
square box corresponding either to a nontrivial strong component of EF(B) or to an 
arc that does not belong to any strong component. Each box of this second type is of 
size 1 x 1 and contains the number 1 (since 1 - Jbb has l’s all down its principal 
diagonal). Thus, d(B) = det(Z - Jbb) is equal to the product of the determinants of the 
boxes of the first type. 
Each box corresponding to an improper strong component of EF(B) is equal to the 
‘I - Jbb’ matrix for the corresponding strong component of B, while the boxes 
corresponding to the proper strong components of EF(B) pair off, the rows and 
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columns of each pair forming a submatrix that is equal to ‘I - Jb6’ for the correspond- 
ing proper strong component of B. It follows that A(B) is the product of the 
discriminants of the nontrivial strong components of B. q 
Corollary 5.2. The causal assignment c is singular if and only ij” (B, c) has at least one 
strong component that is (acausally) singular. 
Proof. By definition, c is singular if and only if A(B, c) = 0, and a strong component 
r of (B, c) is singular if and only if A(I,c$) = 0. (This last statement follows 
from Corollary 4.2, since r has no external bonds.) The result follows from 
Theorem 5.1. 0 
A strong component of a bond graph (B, c) is superfluous if it does not contain any 
vertex of any causal path that connects two external bonds. A bond graph is reduced if 
it does not contain any superfluous strong components, and the reduced bond graph 
R(B) of B is the bond graph obtained from B by removing all superfluous strong 
components (and all bonds with one end in a superfluous strong component), with the 
causality inherited from c. (If B is a junction structure then all strong components are 
superfluous and R(B) is empty.) For example, the bond graph B in Fig. 8 has one 
superfluous strong component, ri, and R(B) is obtained from B by removing this; but 
in this case ri is singular, and R(B) is not acausally equivalent to B. 
Theorem 5.3. If all the superfluous strong components are nonsingular (in particular, if 
A(B) # 0), then R(B) is acausally equivalent to B. 
Proof. If A(B) # 0, then this result can be proved using the Mason gain formula (see 
the next section). But we can prove it by a similar method to that of Theorem 5.1, even 
if A(B) = 0, provided that all superfluous strong components are nonsingular. (See 
also Corollary 5.5.) 
Let X (respectively, Y) be the set of internal variables x such that there is a coenergy 
path from some input variable to x (respectively, from x to some output variable). 
Note that Xn Y is precisely the set of variables corresponding to the internal bonds of 
R(B). Order the internal variables so that the vector b of (6) takes the form 
b = (bi Jb,lb,) where bl, bz and b, consist of all variables in X, Xn Y and Xn Y, - - 
respectively (where X(Y) is the complement of X(Y) in the set of all internal 
variables). Now (6) takes the form 
!5 
b [1 ‘= b -2 b -3 
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while the corresponding equation for R(B) is 
(11) 
Note that I - Jll and I - JS3 are nonsingular by hypothesis, since X and Xn r 
correspond to unions of superfluous strong components of B. 
Suppose (ai, a,) represents a feasible assignment of efforts and flows to the external 
bonds of R(B). Then there exists a vector b2 such that (11) holds. If we now define 
b, = 0 and b3 = (I - J33)-1(J3jaai + J3232), then (10) also holds, which means that 
(~~,a,) is feasible for B also. Thus, every assignment of efforts and flows to external 
bonds that is feasible in R(B) is also feasible in B. But since R(B) and B have the same 
number of external bonds, we know from Theorem 5.2 of [lS] that their spaces of 
feasible assignments have the same dimension. Thus, these spaces are identical, and 
R(B) is acausally equivalent to B. 0 
There are other results, such as Corollary 6.3 below, that can be proved by similar 
techniques but are better proved by using Mason’s determinant rule or the Mason 
gain formula. 
There are two questions about strong components that may remain in the 
reader’s mind. The first is, how do the strong components relate to the distribution of 
singular junctions? We do not have any sensible answer to this question. (It does not 
make sense to ask how the strong components change when a singular junction is 
removed, since the removal of a singular junction will invalidate the existing causal 
assignment and may, indeed, result in a bond graph with no valid causal assignment 
at all.) 
The other question is, to what extent do the strong components and the reduced 
bond graph depend on the causal assignment? The following theorem largely answers 
this question. 
Theorem 5.4. (a) The reduced bond graph R(B,c) is independent of the causalit! 
c (except, of course, for the causality that it inherits from c). 
(b) If cl and c2 are two diflerent causalities of B that agree on all external bonds, then 
(B, cl) and (B, c2) have the same strong components (except, again, for their causalities). 
Proof. We prove (b) first. The bonds whose causality in c2 is different from that in L’, 
form a collection of disjoint circuits of even length, each of which is a proper causal 
loop in both (B,c,) and (B,c,), although with causality reversed in the second case. 
Thus, EF(B, c2) is obtained from EF(B, ci) by reversing the directions of all the arcs in 
the corresponding coenergy loops. But the strong components of a digraph do not 
change if one reverses the directions of all arcs in a directed circuit. Thus EF(B, cz) has 
the same strong components as EF(B, cl), and so (B, c2) has the same strong compo- 
nents as (B,c,). 
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The proof of (a) is similar. Perhaps the easiest approach is to modify EF(B) by 
identifying all its external vertices to form a new digraph EF’(B), and to note that R(B) 
corresponds to the strong component of EF’(B) containing the unique external vertex. 
But EF’(B, c2) is obtained from EF’(B, ci) by reversing the directions of all the arcs in 
a collection of directed circuits, whether or not cl and c2 agree on all external bonds, 
and so these two digraphs have the same strong components. It follows that R(B, c2) is 
the same as R(B, ci) (except for its causality). 0 
Corollary 5.5. R(B) is acausally equivalent to B if B is (acausally) nonsingular. 
Proof. Choose a nonsingular causality c for B, which exists by Theorem 4.3, and 
apply Theorem 5.3. 0 
Since R(B), regarded as an acausal bond graph, is independent of the causality 
assigned to B, it is natural to ask whether it is possible to define R(B) without using 
causality at all. We have not been able to answer this question. 
6. Mason’s determinant rule and the Mason gain formula 
These results are named after Samuel Mason, who described them for signal flow 
graphs in [16]. We believe that Brown [4] was the first to apply a form of Mason’s 
rule to bond graphs. The results here are somewhat different and are based on a result 
of Asher [l]. The main difference between Brown’s result and Asher’s is that Brown 
allows coenergy loops that pass through external vertices and so does not distinguish 
between problems caused by the causality and problems caused by the external 
variables. 
Before stating these results we need some terminology, which will apply throughout 
this section. Let (B,c) be a causal bond graph with external bonds bl, . . . , bk and 
internal bonds bk + 1, . . . , b,. Let U = Xv YuZ be the set of bond variables of B, 
whereX = {xi, . . . , xk} is the set of input variables, Y = {yl, . . . , yk} the set of output 
variables and Z = {zi , . , z,} the set of internal variables (t = 2(m - k)). If u E YuZ 
then there is a unique constitutive relation among (l)-(5) that has u on the left of it. 
For each u in Y UZ and U’ in XuZ, define y(u, u’) to be the coefficient on u’ on the right 
of this equation for u. If u E X or u’ E Y define y(u, u’) := 0. Note that y is defined on the 
set U x U; that is, in y(u, u’), u and u’ represent the names of bond variables, not their 
values. Note that the rows of the square matrix in (6) correspond in a natural way to 
the elements of YuZ, and the columns to those of XuZ, and the entry in row u and 
column u’ is y(u, u’). 
Let S = (ul, . . , ul) be a sequence of distinct bond variables. It is easy to see that 
y(Ui, Uj) # 0 if and only if the arc representing Uj in EF(B) enters the vertex that the arc 
representing Ui leaves. Thus, S is a coenergy path or loop if and only if, for each i 2 2, 
y(ui, Ui _ i) # 0, in which case it is a coenergy path P if y(uI, ZQ) = 0 and a coenergy loop 
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L if y(ul,ul) # 0. We then define the gain of S by 
gain(P) : = fI y(Ui, ui- 1) or gain(L):= “J(uI,ul) fI y(Ui,Ui_l), 
i=2 i=2 
respectively. 
We say that two coenergy paths or loops are disjoint if they have no bond variables 
in common. If 27 is a set of coenergy loops, then of course we write 12 1 for the number 
of coenergy loops in 9. 
Theorem 6.1. (Mason’s determinant rule). Let (B,c) be a causal bond graph. Then 
A(B) = A(B,c) = C( -1)“’ n gain(L), (12) 
Y LEF 
where the sum is taken ouer all sets 9 of disjoint coenergy loops in B (including the empty 
set). 
Proof. Write Jbb =: [gi,j]t x f, sothatgi,j=y(zi,Zj).LetN:= (1, . . ..t}.If~~isapermu- 
tation on N, let e(a) denote its signature, F(o) denote the set of elements fixed by r~ and 
%(a) denote the set of proper cycles (that is, cycles of length greater than one) of 0. 
Then, since t = 2(m - k) is even, 
A(B) = det(Z - Jbb) 
= det(& - I) 
= icioli -l)‘“““i~~~l~iYi,,,il > (13) 
where the sum is over all t! permutations (T on N and 6i,j is the Kronecker delta. Now, 
it is easy to see that E(CJ) = ( - l)t+‘F(“)‘f’M(o)’ and so, since t is even, E(o)( - l)lF’“” = 
( - 1)‘“‘““. Also, 
p t '6 (a) is p 
Since there is 1: 1 correspondence between permutations (7 on N and sets %Z of disjoint 
proper cycles on N, (13) now implies 
A(B) = CC -1)” n n Yi.p(i) 2 
% pE%iEp 
(14) 
where the sum is taken over all t! sets %? of disjoint proper cycles on N. But 
n gi,p(i) (15) 
itp 
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is nonzero if and only if p corresponds in an obvious way to a coenergy loop, in which 
case (15) is the gain of this loop. Thus, the right-hand sides of (12) and (14) are the 
same, and the theorem is proved. 0 
Note that Theorem 5.1 follows easily from Mason’s determinant rule, since if 
r 1, ... , r, are the nontrivial strong components of B, then 3’ is a set of disjoint 
coenergy loops in B if and only if _Y = _Yiu ... u.YP where Zi is a set of disjoint 
coenergy loops in &, for each i. Thus, the set over which we are summing in (12) is the 
Cartesian product of the corresponding sets for r,, . . . , r,, and the sum in (12) is 
therefore the product of the corresponding sums for r,, . . . , r,. 
We shall derive a simpler form of Theorem 6.1 in Theorem 6.5 after proving the 
Mason gain formula. 
If x is an input variable and y an output variable in a causal bond graph (B, c) for 
which the inputs are consistent, we write gain (y,.~) for the coefficient of x in the 
unique expression for y in terms of the input variables. A nontriuial coenergy path from 
x to y is a coenergy path with x as its first term, y as its last term and at least one term 
(necessarily an internal variable) between them. 
Theorem 6.2 (The Mason gain formula). Zf A(B) # 0 then 
wn(.k -4 = Y(Y,X) + A(B) p ---!--xgain(P)A,, 
where the sum is taken over all nontrivial coenergy paths P from x to y and 
A,:= I( -1)‘“’ n gain(L), (17) 
Y LEY 
the sum being taken over all sets .L? of disjoint coenergy loops in B (including the empty 
set) that are disjoint from P. 
Proof. Comparing (17) with (12) and recalling the proof of Theorem 6.1, it is not 
difficult to see that the sum in (16) is the determinant of the matrix obtained from 
& - I by prepending the column C, of Jba corresponding to x and the row R, of 
& corresponding to y, with a 0 where this row and column intersect. Thus, expanding 
this determinant by the first row and column, the right-hand side of (16) can be written 
as 
(18) 
where Aij is the determinant of the submatrix of &, - I obtained by deleting the ith 
row and jth column. 
Now, from (9), 
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and gain (y, x) is the element in the row and column of the matrix on the right that 
correspond to y and x respectively; that is 
gain(y,x) = y(y,x) + R,(Z - JbJ1 C, 
= y(y,x) - R&T,, - I)-' C, 
(19) 
since the element in thejth row and ith column of (& - I)-’ is ( - l)‘+jdii/d (II). But 
(18) and (19) are equal, and so the theorem is proved. 0 
The following corollary is immediate. 
Corollary 6.3. If there is no coenergy pathfrom an input x to an output y, then y does not 
tlary with x. 
We conclude this section, and the paper, with a simpler form of Mason’s determi- 
nant rule. We first need a iemma. Recall that the reverse P(L) of a coenergy path 
P (coenergy loop L) is obtained by reversing the order of the elements in P (L) and 
interchanging efforts and flows. Then we have the following basic result. 
Lemma 6.4. If P is a coenergy path and L is a coenergy loop, then 
Igain = Igain(P)I and gain(L) = gain(L). 
Proof. It is clear that Igain(P)I = Igain(P)I, since P and P contain exactly the same 
bond elements (counted according to multiplicity) and it is easy to see that each bond 
element contributes the same factor to gain (P) as it does to gain (P). Similarly 
/gain(l)1 = /gain(L)(. 
It remains to prove that gain (z) and gain (L) have the same sign. The sign of gain 
(L) is ( - l)*, where r is the number of junctions encountered in traversing L that we 
enter by a nondefining link and leave by a defining link and where the power direction 
changes (that is, we enter with the power direction and leave against it, or vice versa). 
The sign of gain(L) is ( - l)‘, where F is defined similarly for f, or, equivalently, F is the 
number of junctions encountered in traversing L that we enter by a defining link and 
leave by a nondefining link and where the power direction changes. Since r + r is the 
total number of changes of power direction around L, which must be even, it follows 
that gain (L) and gain (L) have the same sign and so are equal. 0 
An easier way of calculating the sign of gain (L) is to note that it is positive or 
negative according as L has an even or an odd number of bonds that are power- 
directed in each direction. It is easy to see that this agrees with the description in 
Lemma 6.4. 
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We can now define the gain of a proper causal loop C to be the gain of either of the 
coenergy loops L corresponding to C; for they both have the same gain by Lemma 6.4. 
Note that we cannot define the gain of an improper causal loop C’ in this way, since 
there may be more than two coenergy loops corresponding to C’ and they may not all 
have the same gain. (The gains will be equal in modulus but not necessarily in sign.) 
We can now prove our final theorem. Although it looks similar to Theorem 6.1, 
evaluating a discriminant using the method of Theorem 6.5 is generally much simpler 
than using Mason’s determinant rule directly, since the number of sets of disjoint proper 
causal loops is usually much smaller than the number of sets of disjoint coenergy 
loops (and they are usually easier to identify). If (B,c) is a causal bond graph, define 
d’(B) = d’(B, c) = I( - 1)“” n gain(C) , 
5 c E % 
(20) 
where the sum is taken over all sets %? of disjoint proper causal loops in B (including 
the empty set). 
Theorem 6.5. A(B) = A’(B)‘. 
Proof. Because the proof of Theorem 6.5 in general is rather long, we note first that it 
is easy to prove in the special case when there are no improper coenergy loops in (B, c). 
In this case, there are no improper strong components, and so every strong compon- 
ent r of B corresponds to two strong components r, and r, in EF(B). Divide the 
coenergy loops into two sets 9 and 9’ as follows; for each strong component r of B, 
put into 9(9’) all of the coenergy loops whose corresponding arcs lie in r, (&). Then, 
for each causal loop, one of the two corresponding coenergy loops is in 9 and the 
other in _Y, and every coenergy loop in 9 is disjoint from every coenergy loop in 3’. 
Thus, the right-hand side of (12) is the square of the right-hand side of (20), and the 
theorem is proved in this special case. 
To prove the theorem in general, we may clearly suppose that every link li of B 
contains a unique bond element that contributes a factor of ri to every coenergy loop 
that traverses li, so that there is a direct correspondence between the terms occurring 
in A(B) and the links traced in following the corresponding coenergy loops. Every 
term in A(B) and A’(B)2 is of the form kn, E B r:, where k is a numerical coefficient and 
each C(i is 0, 1 or 2. Both A(B) and A’(B)’ have constant term 1. Every other term 
corresponds to a subgraph B’ of B consisting of those links li for which cli # 0, each 
link li being labelled with its multiplicity Cli. This generic term in A(B) is, by (12), 
C( - 1)19’ n gain(L), (21) 
Y LEY 
where the sum is over all sets 3 of disjoint coenergy loops in B’ that between them use 
exactly C(i bond variables from each bond in each link li in B’. And the corresponding 
term in A’(B)2 is, by (20), 
&( -l)‘V’+‘9’ n gain(C), 
CEIU9 
(22) 
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where the sum is taken over all ordered pairs %?, 9 such that each of V and 5? is a set of 
disjoint proper causal loops in B’, and %? and 9 between them contain every bond in 
each link Ii in B’ exactly Cli times. 
Suppose first that B’ is disconnected; say its components are Bi, . . . , B,. We note 
that (21) is multiplicative over components, for exactly the same reason that (12) is 
multiplicative over strong components, as explained after the proof of Theorem 6.1. 
For a similar reason, (22) is also multiplicative over components; ?Z and % satisfy the 
conditions after (22) if and only if % = Q$u ... u%~ and 9 = Biu ... ~9, where, for 
each i, each of pi and 9i is a set of disjoint proper causal loops in Bi, and %i and pi 
between them use every bond in each link lj in Bi exactly Zj times. Thus, (22) is equal to 
as required. In view of this, it suffices to prove that (21) and (22) are equal when B’ is 
connected. There are now three cases to consider. 
Case 1: Xi = 1 for each li in B’. Then B’ is a single proper causal loop C, with gain R, 
say. There are two corresponding coenergy loops L and L, and so (21) is equal to 
-2R. The two corresponding contributions to (22) come from ?Z = {C}, 9 = 0 and 
$9 = 0, 9 = (Cl, giving -2R again. So (21) and (22) are equal in this case. 
Case 2: C(i = 2 for each Ii in B’. Then B’ is as in Case 1. The only contribution to (21) 
comes from 9’ = {L, z}, and to (22) comes from %? = D = (Cl, so in this case (21) and 
(22) are both equal to R’. 
Case 3: ai = 1 for some li and Ni = 2 for other li in B’. In this case, it is easy to see 
that (assuming (21) or (22) is non-zero) the links li in B’ with ai = 1 (Xi = 2) form paths 
whose end vertices have degree 3, whose interior vertices all have degree 2, and whose 
end links are both nondefining (defining). Without loss of generality we can replace 
each such path by a single nondefining (defining) link to form a modified bond graph 
B”. Since each term contributing to the sums in (21) and (22) has the same modulus, 
n, 1 t B, ry’, it remains to prove that 
$( - 1)“’ n sign(gain(L)) = 1 ( -I)“‘+“’ n sign(gain(C)), 
LtY ‘6 , I/ CE%“‘/ 
(23) 
where the ranges of summation are as for (21) and (22) but with B’ replaced by B”. In 
view of the information about sign(gain(L)) given after the proof of Lemma 6.4, (23) is 
precisely the main result of [24]. This completes the proof of Theorem 6.5. 0 
7. Conclusions 
We have described the rules for assigning causality and described the first poly- 
nomial-time algorithm for assigning causality. So far this has not been implemented in 
any of the many bond-graph computer programs. It would be useful to do so. 
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We have introduced the concept of a singular bond graph and shown that every 
bond graph is acausally equivalent to a nonsingular bond graph. In a singular bond 
graph some of the internal variables are not uniquely determined by the external 
variables. This may be because (cf. [2]) some equation determined by junction is 
already determined by the rest of the bond graph, or it may indicate some more 
serious problem with the bond graph as a model, e.g. it models a transformer or 
gyrator whose associated bond variables are not uniquely determined. We have not 
been concerned with modelling, and so have not addressed this problem. 
We have shown that a nonsingular bond graph has at least one causal assignment 
for each consistent set of input variables, and in Section 4 we have described 
a standard method, based on matrix inversion, for determining the output variables. 
Since matrix inversion can be done in polynomial time, this is an efficient method. 
In Sections 5 and 6, we have shown how to determine the singularity of a causal 
assignment be looking at causal loops. Although this gives a method for determining 
output variables in terms of input variables (Theorem 6.2), this method will not in 
general be as efficient as the method of Section 4. 
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